Tennis Match Results
Montreat vs Southern Wesleyan
Feb 25, 2021 at Central SC
(Rev Leroy C Cox)

Southern Wesleyan 4, Montreat 3

---

**Singles competition**

1. Stephanie Petit (MONTREAT) def. Ameek Batth (SWU) 6-1, 6-2
2. Maria Kotsiou (SWU) def. Sophia Hernandez Mer (MONTREAT) 2-6, 6-4, 6-3
3. Sophia Rojas Osori (MONTREAT) def. Anya King (SWU) 6-3, 6-7, 7-5
4. Noemi Aguirre (SWU) def. Annika Beckmann (MONTREAT) 6-2, 6-1
5. Natalie White (SWU) def. Kali Zakariasen (MONTREAT) 6-1, 6-1
6. Camille Cunningham (SWU) def. Katherine Austin (MONTREAT) 6-3, 6-0

---

**Doubles competition**

1. Stephanie Petit/Valerie Quiceno Ibar (MONTREAT) def. Ameek Batth/Maria Kotsiou (SWU) 6-0
2. Nicole Bueno/Annika Beckmann (MONTREAT) def. Anya King/Noemi Aguirre (SWU) 6-1
3. Sophia Rojas Osori/Sophia Hernandez Mer (MONTREAT) def. Natalie White/Camille Cunningham (SWU) 7-5

---

Match Notes: